


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Now, in Japan it is said teachers over the age of 40 is accounted for 70% of the entire faculty.  So big generational shift 
that mass adoption and retirement of teachers is in progress.  It is that faculty of leadership experienced left the teaching 
profession in large quantities, on behalf of them, faculty organization that is borne by young teachers, including a starting 
salary person.  From the point of view of education force, maintenance and development of the school, teaching force 
improvement of young teachers has become a major issue of school and Board of Education.
Therefore, in this study, we aimed to investigate about skilled process of young teachers and which enhances the 
teaching force.  At that time, we noted that a response activities ?below, we say revoicing? that teachers do in the 
classroom.
Ichiyanagi ?2009? describes the potential that revoicings of teachers in the classroom support the activities of the 
children listen by focusing on the activities that the children listen.  He carried out a survey of the recall task immediately 
after the class and children had written and stored a lot, especially about that the teacher has done revoicing.  Assuming 
that is, the children are learning as a landmark teacherʼs revoicing, it is expected that the quantity and quality can 
significantly affect the childrenʼs learning and the quality of education. 
So we analyzed the lesson of several peopleʼs starting salary for revoicing.  And we decided to follow continuously the 
transformation of a young teacherʼs revoicing by classroom observation at severel times for over two years.
As a result, it is suggested that ?1?the starting salary person do many revoicing by simple repetition, ?2?young teacher 
will be able to use intentionally revoicing by every superimposing the class experience, ?3?young teacherʼs understanding of 
teaching content to what teach affect the use of revoicing.
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